**Teacher Resources**

**Habits of a Successful Orchestra Director** ~ Selby  
#G59363 | Book: $29.95

A resource rich with practical strategies for developing a successful orchestra program. This book will inspire young and veteran orchestra directors looking for fresh ideas about teaching orchestra students of all ages to:

- Perform with refined intonation, expressive musicianship, and a beautiful tone
- Develop advanced performance technique, rhythmic precision, and ensemble skills
- Sight-read better, rehearse more efficiently in class, and practice better at home
- Become orchestra leaders and take greater pride and ownership in your ensemble

Additional sections address rehearsal strategies, classroom policies, long-range planning, assessment, tips for building an orchestra program, and suggestions for communicating with parents and principals to better support the orchestra.
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**Teaching Music through Performance in Orchestra**

Written, researched, and compiled by scholars with a wealth of teaching experience. A one-of-a-kind, indispensable resource that allows educators to lead students beyond the notes on the printed page toward musical awareness and understanding. Use as a reference guide or as a college level text! An ideal tool for anyone seeking a deeper understanding of their music repertoire.

**Volume I**
- Offers words of wisdom from renowned orchestra teachers on a variety of subjects. These are sure to both help and inspire teachers in the classroom.
- **#Z15565**  
  - BOOK $42.95  
  - CD $49.50

**Volume II**
- Contains a nuts and bolts analysis of 100 of the most significant works for strings and full orchestra, grades one through six,
- **#Z16091**  
  - BOOK $46.95  
  - CD $39.50

**Volume III**
- Delivers invaluable advice from top-tier educators as well as analysis of 80 of the most significant full and string orchestra works in print,
- **#Z17191**  
  - BOOK $43.95  
  - CD $39.50

**Volume IV**
- The much-anticipated fourth volume in this indispensable series arrives 13 years after last publication with a new team of authors and editors!
- **#Z19729**  
  - BOOK $46.95
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**finale**

Music Notation Software

*Need to Upgrade? Contact Us!*

**finale 26 - A20014**

- Professional $600
- Academic $350

**PrintMusic - A20013**

- $120

**Songwriter - A20012**

- $50
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**WWW.LUCKSMUSIC.COM**

*A GREAT TEACHER’S RESOURCE! QUICK, COMPREHENSIVE AND RIGHT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!!*